DEX CONNECTIVITY SOLUTIONS
AND REMOTE CONTROLS

Living life
At Coselgi we believe that living life to the full is
essential for all of us.
That’s why we are committed to improving the
lives of hearing aid users by providing them with
ideal solutions at competitive prices.

COM-DEX

www.coselgi.com

RC-DEX
Stream high-quality sound from most
mobile phones to your hearing aids
(can also be combined with the COMDEX app for convenience)

COM-DEX Remote Mic

Control your hearing aids with this compact, stylish remote

TV-DEX

Hear conversations in detail in one-onone situations

CALL-DEX

FM+DEX

A simple and discreet way to stream conversations from your mobile phone
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Stream crystal clear signals from telecoil
or line in.

Savour the
sounds of life

UNI-DEX

Å[7py06o|jjlslg]

Enjoy TV in high-fi stereo sound

Talk on your mobile completely handsfree

GET THE FULL
SOUNDSCAPE
Life offers so many marvellous sounds.
Wouldn’t it be great if you could effortlessly
hear them all?
Now you can.
Introducing Coselgi Unia™, a cutting-edge
hearing aid that simply offers you sound like
no other. Plus, it comes with lots of new cool
features to help you enjoy the full soundscape
of life.

Lose no sounds
From sounds that are soft and subtle to the
ones that are loud and lively, nothing will be
lost when you listen with Unia™. Because with
Unia™ you get Real Input technology, which
ensures one of the widest input ranges in the
industry. This means that you will be able to
enjoy less distortion in noisy environments.
A smooth experience
Your surroundings constantly change, and so
should the way your hearing aid listens.
Unia™ comes with Acoustic Situations Tech-

MODELS AND
COLOURS
nology, an automatic program with nine sound
classes. This program recognizes and accurately
classifies and adapts to your sound situations.
Having drinks at the bar? Joining a meeting?
Unia™ will provide a comfortable, balanced
and clear sound experience. Even in challenging listening environments.

it’s proven to offer a minimum of 40% improvement
in speech identification compared to when the feature is turned off. So you can clearly hear different
sounds in windy situations. And when you’re in a
quieter environment, the Ambient Noise Reduction
System will ensure that soft, unwanted steady-state
noises won’t disturb you.

Hear the moment
Unia™ has multiple sound-refining technologies
to tackle noise and help you hear the moment.
It simply focuses on what’s happening right
here, right now. When speech is dominant,
Unia™ will focus on that. And when there’s
noise present, Unia™ will reduce it. That way
you get more listening comfort. And you don’t
have to spend energy on trying to focus on
what’s relevant – Unia™ will do that for you.

Stay connected
Unia™ works with all DEX™ connectivity solutions,
so you can access music, phone calls, TV and
more. You can also control your hearing aids
remotely.

Listen to what you want to hear
Unia™ lets you carry on with what you’re doing,
effortlessly and without interruptions. The Wind
Noise Control System is one of the world’s most
advanced wind-noise reduction systems. In fact,

Learn more
Want to know more about Unia™?
Get in touch with your hearing care professional or
visit coselgi.com

Unia™ is available in five Behind-the-ear (BTE)
models and two In-the-ear (ITE) models. Your
hearing care professional can help you choose
the ideal model for your specific situation.
All Unia™ models are available in a wide range
of colours. Choose between five different
colours for BTE models and two standard
colours for ITE models.

BTE models

021

081

072

073

074

Warm
Beige

Tan
Silk

Winter
Silver

Titan
Grey

Midnight
Black

ITE models

025

028

Light
Beige

Clay
Brown

